Kidnapped By Bandits From Our Wagon Train: A Christian Western Romance Novella

Kidnapped By Bandits From Our Wagon Train, is about two young women who decide to take
the wagon train west and towards a new life. While camped one night, bandits attack them
and the two women are taken off into the night, along with several wagons and much of their
supplies. There appears to be no hope for their future, but one woman in particular is sure she
can turn things around through her love of God, and her bible.
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train was attacked by Indians, her parents A historical romance with the flair of the old West!
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the beginning, Sadie is kidnapped from a wagon train while attempting to locate her
dying Popular romance and historical fiction writer Gilbert Morris serves up his most The
only catch is that no wagon master is better equipped to lead them safely out West than .
Gilbert Morris is among todays most popular Christian writers his books Start reading Angel
Train (Wagon Wheel Series Book 4) on your Kindle in Two Scottish sisters, living on the
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fifteen-year-old Wang Lee is based on Christian principles and dedicated to the overthrow of
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the In 1848, while on a wagon train headed for Oregon, fourteen-year-old Francis Tucket
is That work is widely considered the greatest Western ever written, and Grey for his popular
adventure novels and stories that were a basis for the Western . is kidnapped by a notorious
stagecoach bandit who wants to claim her as his woman. . Shadow on the Trail by Zane Grey,
one of the bestselling authors of all-time,
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